DSP Amendments for Value or Quantity Changes

Pursuant to 22 CFR 123.25(b), changes can be approved under a DSP amendment for obvious typographical errors. While an erroneously entered unit price or quantity may be an obvious typographical error when supported by the provided purchase documentation, the approved amendments are not provided to Customs nor the information updated in AES. Thus the original value or quantity of the DSP license remains unchanged in AES.

As such, amendments for DSP licenses (DSP-6, 62, 74 and 119) must be limited to administrative changes only that do not impact AES filings. Effective immediately, DDTC will no longer process DSP amendments for value or quantity changes. These changes must be the subject of a replacement license. The applicant must explicitly state in block 20 that the replacement license is to correct erroneously entered value or quantity and cite the original license number.